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OVERVIEW
The “user” API scope allows your API client to access user data and perform actions on a specific
user. You can access commands in user scope in one of two ways:
1. An API Integration whose “scope” is set to “user” must send user authentication information (e.g.
username and password) as part of the authentication request. This authentication codes returned
can then be only used for user scope commands for the user authenticated. You can use
application-specific usernames that have API access (e.g., user@domain.com/api-access) if you
have created such in the user security settings pages.
This method of access is appropriate when your application is distributed and you cannot ensure
that your API Key cannot be discovered. API calls thus require both that key and the user’s
credentials.
This method is also appropriate when you will know the user’s authentication credentials.
2. An API Integration whose “scope” is set to “account” (or higher) and where you have enabled
“Permit user-level commands without username and password” in your API access control settings
can also access user-scope commands. In this case, you do not need the user’s authentication
credentials and you API client, once authenticated, can make user- scope requests for any
permitted user without needing to re-authenticate to change user or scope.
This is appropriate when designing API clients that will manage your account or accounts in an
automated manner and where your API Key can be kept safe.
All user requests have API URLS that start with:
/perl/v2/api/user/[username]
where “username” is the login email address (e.g. “joe@domain.com”) of the user with respect to
whom the command will apply. The “username” can also be just the user’s unique ID number.
Note, while you may use an application-specific username and password (e.g.,
user@domain.com/api- access) for authentication, the “[username]” in the URL must always be
the canonical username (e.g., user@domain.com) or unique ID number.

User API Access Controls
The user API scope has a number of access controls that govern which commands your API is
allowed to perform. None of these commands is enabled by default – so your API can only execute
API commands that you have explicitly opted into. This table lists the available user- scope API
Access controls. As more commands are added in the future, they will either fall naturally into one of
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these existing access levels, or new access levels will be added to cover them. Your API Interface
should not gain significant additional system access or control when new commands are added to the
API in the future; you will need to explicitly opt into use of any new functionality, should you decide
that your API client requires it.
User-Scope Access Control

Notes

User Settings
Read

Enable reading information related to a user and his settings and
profile

Write

Enable changing user settings and profile

Change Password

Enable changing of user passwords

Single Sign-on

Allow creation of single sign-on login URLs

Email
Auto-Responders

View/add/change email auto-responders

Forwarding

Change user email forwarding settings

Send

Enable commands related to sending email messages

WebAides
Address Books

Enable commands access to WebAide Address Books

Calendars

Enable commands access to WebAide Calendars

Tasks

Enable commands access to WebAide Tasks

Notes

Enable commands access to WebAide Notes

Links

Enable commands access to WebAide Links

Read

Enable commands read access to (allowed) WebAide types: e.g.
get lists of WebAides, lists of entries, and entry contents

Add/Change

Enable commands add/change access to (allowed) WebAide
types; e.g. create WebAides and entries, edit entries

Delete

Enable commands delete access to (allowed) WebAide types; e.g.
delete WebAides and delete entries
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User Settings API Requests
Get User Single Sign-on Login URL
Create a URL that the user can click on which will automatically log the user into the Web Interface
without needing to enter his/her username and password. For example, if the user has already
authenticated himself in your system, you can use this API call to get a link that can be presented to
the user so the user can then access WebMail or other services without needing to login again (e.g.
“single sign-on”).
Notes:
1. This API call returns a URL. You can have the user click on that URL or you can redirect
him/her to it.
2. This URL is valid for 15 minutes from the time of issuance. It can be used multiple times while
it is in use.
3. These URLs are invalidated if the user’s password is changed.
4. These URLs will only work for someone coming from the IP address that your specified in your
request for the URL
5. If a user has a preference that permits only OpenID/Social media logins to his/her account,
then this auto-login URL will not work.
6. If a user has two-factor authentication enabled, then this URL will take him through the
username/password portion of the login process; however, the user will still have to do the
chosen second factor.
7. All logins via Single Sign-on are logged and are denoted as Single Sign-on logins in the user’s
login history report.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User Settings – Single Sign-On

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/password

Request Query String

Required. See below

Request Body

none

Success Response

Results in the “data” component of the response. See below for
the format.
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Query String
The query string can have the following keywords
Keyword

Description

ip

Required. This must be the IPv4 IP address that the end user is currently using.
The resulting login URL will only work for someone who is coming from this
specific IP address.

path

Optional. Path after the domain name to take the user to upon automatic sign
in. If omitted, the default path of “/perl/member/email/messages.pl” will be
used; this default takes one to view the WebMail INBOX folder. You can use this
parameter to select other destinations.

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have a keywords and data in the “data” in the JSON
response.
Keyword

Description

url

The web address that can be used to auto-login to the Web Interface.

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/password?ip=4.2.2.1
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1, “data”: {url: “ ‘https://doctor.com/perl/member/email/messages.
pl/2/63871?login-single-signon=1-63871-1428369732-00117d17e6484fb4a38a14ff83b18cbfaa10
15db7aa657dcf7adf0de938a68d0&settheme=23163737891”}}
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Get User Profile
Return contact information and other general metadata for the user.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User Settings - Read

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/profile or
/perl/api/v2/user/[username]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

Results in the “data” component of the response. See below for the
format.

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have a keywords and data in the “data” in the JSON
response.
Keyword

Description

account

Account id for the account to which this user belongs (integer).

city

City

company

Company / organization

contact

Full name. E.g. “John Smith”

country

Country

created

Date and time this user was created (YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS in GMT)

custom1

Custom field #1

custom2

Custom field #2

custom3

Custom field #3

disk_quota

Floating point limit on the user’s total disk space usage. In gigabytes (1 GB =
1000 MB). A value of “-1” signifies that the user does not have a disk usage
limit.

disk_usage

Floating point value for the user’s current (last measured) total disk space usage.
In gigabytes (1 GB = 1000 MB)

email1
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email2

Alternate email address

fax

FAX number

flags

Array. Lists which of the following flags, if any, are set on this user:
•

poor_password – User must change his/her password on the next login to
the Web Interface

•

can_autodelete – User account can be auto-deleted if the user has not
logged in in a long time

uid

Unique user ID (integer).

last_access_
date

Date Time the user last logged into any of WebMail, POP, IMAP, or SMTP (not
updated real time). If the user has never logged in, this should be the same as
the “created” date time. (YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS in GMT)

phone1

Primary contact phone number

phone2

Alternate contact phone number

secret_a

Answer to secret security question

secret_q

Secret security question

services

Array. Lists which of the following services the user has permission to use:
•

pop – POP3 access to email

•

imap – IMAP4 access to email

•

smtp – SMTP for sending email

•

spam – Basic Spam and Virus Filtering

•

ftp – FTP and/or SFTP access

•

website – permission to login to the Web Interface

state

State/Province

street1

Street address (line 1)

street2

Street address (line 2)

zip

Zip / postal code

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/profile
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
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{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1, “data”: {“contact”:”John Smith”,”custom3”:null,
“state”:”MA”,”secret_q”:”What color is the sky?”,”city”:”Boston, “fax”:null,”company”:”Doctor, Inc.”,
“secret_a”:”Black in a cave”, “country”:”USA”, “email2”:null,”email1”:”john@doctor.com”,”custom1”:
null,”street1”:null,”zip”:null,”custom2”:null,”phone1”:”111-222-3333”,”street2”:null,”phone2”:null}}

Update User Profile
Return contact information for the user.
Request Method

PUT

Access Required

User Settings - Write
/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/profile or

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

See below

Success Response

none

JSON Request Body
The Request body can contain any or all of the following keywords. Note that only the fields supplied
will be updated. Other fields will be unchanged by your request.
Keyword

Data Type

Description

city

String

City

company

String

Company / organization

contact

String (non-empty)

Full name. E.g. “John Smith”. Must be a non-empty string.

country

String

Country

custom1

String

Custom field #1

custom2

String

Custom field #2

custom3

String

Custom field #3

email1

Email

Primary email address. Must be a valid email.

email2

Email

Alternate email address. Must be a valid email.

fax

String

FAX number

phone1

String

Primary contact phone number
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phone2

String

Alternate contact phone number

secret_a

String

Answer to secret security question

secret_q

String

Secret security question. If you provide one of the 2
security fields, you must supply both.

state

String

State/Province

street1

String

Street address (line 1)

street2

String

Street address (line 2)

zip

String

Zip / postal code

Example (cookie omitted)
PUT https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/profile
Content-Type: application/json
{“email1”:”my_new@email.com”}
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1 }

Change User Password
This command changes the user’s password. It validates the new password using all the same tests
that would be applied if you were changing the password in the Web Interface. Make sure that the
configuration settings for password strength validation are compatible with that used by your own
applications generating the passwords.
You cannot change the passwords of users that have been disabled. You must re-enable them first,
then change the password.
Request Method

PUT

Access Required

User Settings – Change Password

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/password

Request Query String

none

Request Body

See below

Success Response

none
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JSON Request Body
The Request body contains the user’s new password.
Keyword

Data Type

Description

password

String

Plain text new password for this user.
Alternately, you can send an “MD5 hash” (deprecated) or an
“SHA512 hash” (recommended) of the password in the
formats (MD5 and SHA512, respectively):
•

$1$8charsalt$22-character-hash

•

$6$16charsalt$86-character-hash

If you would like to update the password without ever telling
us what it is.

Example (cookie omitted)
PUT https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/password
Content-Type: application/json
{“password”:”I L0v3 P1zza”}
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1 }

App-Specific Password: Create
This command creates a new user app-specific password/login for a specific user. Note that users can
have at most 30 app-specific passwords defined at any one time.
The [suffix] is required. It is the plain text suffix to the user’s regular login email address that will be
used to create this new app-specific password. E.g., if you specify “email” as the suffix for the user
‘user@domain.com’, then the new login will be ‘usr@domain.com/email’.
The suffix string must be 1-10 characters long and can only contain letters and numbers. It is also
case insensitive (so will be converted to lower case).
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Request Method

POST

Access Required

User Settings – Change Password

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/app-password/[suffix]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

See below

Success Response

See below

JSON Request Body
Keyword

Data Type

Description

title

String

Required. Plain text string used as a title / description of
what this new app-specific password is for.

types

Comma-delimited
list

One or more of the following keywords, delimited by
commas. The access granted to this app-specific
password will be the union of these specified access
granting keywords:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“all” -- all access (except “dav”)
“webmail” – access to the Web-based user interface
(i.e., WebMail)
“email” – POP, IMAP, SMTP, MobileSync
“webfile” – SFTP, SSH, SCP with permissions of the
user.
“webmaster” - SFTP, SSH, SCP with permissions of
the web server
“api” – APIv1, APIv2, MobileSync, Outlook Plugins
“dav” – CalDAV/CardDAV only.

Note that app-specific logins are also limited by the
access afforded to the regular user himself/herself. So, for
example, users without FTP/SFTP access can’t have an
app-specific login that does have FTP/SFTP access.
“dav” and “webmaster” types, if specified, must be the oly
types applied to the user.
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Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have a keywords and data in the “data” in the JSON
response.
Keyword

Description

password

The new password generated for this app-specific login. Save this, as it cannot
be retrieved later.

Example (cookie omitted)
POST https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/app-password/outlook
Content-Type: application/json
{“title”: “Outlook Access”, “types”: “email,api” }
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1, data:{“password”:”newly created password for this login”}}

App-Specific Password: Delete
This command removes a user app-specific password/login for a specific user.
The [suffix] is required. It is the plain text suffix to the user’s regular login email address that will be
used to identify the app-specific password. E.g., if you specify “email” as the suffix for the user ‘user@
domain.com’, then the login deleted will be ‘usr@domain.com/email’.
Request Method

DELETE

Access Required

User Settings – Change Password

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/app-password/[suffix]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

none
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Example (cookie omitted)
DELETE https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/app-password/ outlook
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1}

App-Specific Password: List
This command creates a list of all app-specific password/logins defined for a specific user. This
command does not allow you to access the passwords themselves, as these are stored only as
complex hashes on the server.
The [suffix] can be omitted from the Request URL. Without [suffix], a list of all defined app-specific
passwords will be returned. With it, the list will contain either 0 results (if there is no app-specific
password defined with that suffix), or the 1 singular result corresponding to that suffix.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User Settings – Change Password

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/app-password/[suffix]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

See below

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have a list as the “data” in the JSON response. Each
element of the list will be the definition of one of the app-specific passwords for this user. An appspecific-password definitions is a list containing 4 elements:
[suffix, title, types, created, expires]
The “suffix” is the login suffix we have been using; “title” is the text description; “types” is the commadelimited list of code words that defines the access available to this login; “created” is the date and
time in GMT in the format “YYYY-MM-DD HHMMSS” of when this app-specific login was created.
Expires is the similar date when it expires; if this is before “2020-01-01”, then it does not expire.
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Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/app-password/outlook
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1, data:[“outlook”, “Outlook Access”, “email,api”, “2018-04-28 12:05:01”]}

Get User Branding Information
Return information that can be used to brand (private label) a user interface consistently with the
branding the user would experience when logging in to WebMail. Other keywords may be added in the
future as the need arises.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User Settings - Read

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/branding

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

Results in the “data” component of the response. See below for the
format.

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have a keywords and data in the “data” in the JSON
response.
Keyword

Description

imap_server

Desired (insecure) imap server host name

pop_server

Desired (insecure) pop server host name

smtp_server

Desired (insecure) smtp server host name

semail_server

Desired secure (TLS) server host name for pop, imap, and smtp.

company

Private Labeled company name.

number

Private Labeled theme id number.
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ftp_server

Hostname to use for FTP, SFTP, SSH, SCP.

tech_suppt_email

Email address to present to the user for technical support help.

tech_suppt_name

Name to present to the user for technical support help

admin_email

Email address to present to the user for administrative help.

admin_name

Name address to present to the user for administrative help

corpsite

URL of the corporate web site for this Private Labeled theme.

members_domain

Domain name used for logging into the WebMail interface.

outlook_webaidesynch_

Version number of the latest published release of Outlook WebAide

latest_version

Sync plugin

outlook_secureline_plugin_ Version number of the latest published release of Outlook
version

SecureLine plugin

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/branding
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted], success:1, “data”:{“tech_suppt_email”:”support@doctor.
com”,”number”:”23163737891”, “admin_name”:”sales@Doctor.com”,”semail_server”:”secure- email1.doctor.com”, “pop_server”: “pop-1.doctor.com”,”outlook_secureline_plugin_version”:”1.0.2”, “admin_
email”:”sales@doctor.com”,”domain”:”doctor.com”, “smtp_server”:”smtp-1.doctor.com”,
“company”:”Doctor”, “ftp_server”:”ftp-2.doctor.com”, “tech_suppt_name”:”Technical Support”,
“imap_server”:”imap-1.doctor.com”, “members_domain”:”doctor.com”,
“corpsite”:”Doctor”,”outlook_webaidesynch_latest_version”:”5.1.3”}}

Get User Settings Information
Return information regarding selected user preferences and settings. Other keywords may be added
in the future as the need arises.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User Settings - Read

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/settings
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Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

Results in the “data” component of the response. See below for the format.

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have a keywords and data in the “data” in the JSON
response.
Keyword

Description

timezone

Preferred time zone code for this user

hipaa

True (1) if the user is flagged as needing to be HIPAA-compliant.
False (0) otherwise.

has_secureline

True (1) if the user has a SecureLine license. False (0) otherwise.

has_webaides

True (1) if the user has a WebAides license. False (0) otherwise.
Most users have WebAide licenses.

must_secure_send

True (1) if the user is required to send outbound email securely by
default when sending through SMTP and the user’s SMTP server.

can_secureline_optout

True (1) if the user is permitted to “opt out” of sending email
securely when using SMTP through the user’s SMTP server

was_api_poll

Reserved for use by the WebAideSync Outlook Plugin

was_local_poll

Reserved for use by the WebAideSync Outlook Plugin

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/settings
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted], success:1, “data”:{“was_api_poll”:180,”hipaa”:0,”timezone”:”EST5EDT”, “must_
secure_send”:1,”has_secureline”:1, “has_webaides”:1, “can_secureline_optout”:0,”was_local_
poll”:60}}
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Get the Time Zones List
Return a list of all available time zones. The keywords are the canonical time zone names. The values
are plain text versions of the names.
Note, that with the “GMT+/-” times, specifically, the canonical name has the opposite sign compared to
the common plain text version we all are used to seeing. E.g. “GMT-5” for Eastern Time USA, has a
canonical name of “GMT+5”. Ya, weird, but based on how the standard time zone database works –
we use these canonical names in conjunction with the standard time zone database to translate times
from one time zone to another. So, if you are in “GMT+5”, your saved time zone name will be “GMT-5”
so that, behind the scenes, the software can use this database to properly handle your time.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User Settings - Read

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/settings/timezones

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

Results in the “data” component of the response. See below for the
format.

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have a keywords and data in the “data” in the JSON
response. The keywords are the time zone code names (e.g. “EST”) and the values are the
descriptions for these names (e.g. “EST: Eastern Standard Time”).

Email API Requests
New Email Auto-Responder
This function allows you to alter the email forwarding (and denial/deletion) settings for the user.
Request Method

PUT

Access Required

User Email - Forwarding

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/email/forwarding
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Request Query String

none

Request Body

see below

Success Response

none

Request Body
Keyword

Description

enabled

Required. Specify “0” to disable forwarding; non-zero to enable.

deliver

Required. Specify what should happen to email to this user (if enabled):
•

“forward” - forward to 1+ email addresses

•

“delete” - delete all email

•

“deny” - deny all email with a custom message

Note that delete and deny will apply to all messages and all other custom email
filters will be skipped. The forward delivery action will forward email and all other
custom email filters, including this forwarding rule, will apply in the usual order.
leave_local

Optional. For “deliver=forward” cases, specify non-zero if you would like copies
of the forwarded email to continue on and pass through the rest of your email
filters for possible ultimate delivery to the INBOX.
E.g. this is a “not final” forwarding rule. If omitted, leave local will be “off”.

forward_to

Required for “deliver=forward”. Specify a comma-delimited list of email
addresses to which inbound email messages should be forwarded. There is a
maximum number of recipients that can be specified (this limit is accountdependent).

deny_message

Required for “deliver=deny”. Specify a short message to return when messages
are blocked. Note that this message must be less than 50 characters, contain
only latin1 characters and should omit special characters. The message will be
automatically modified to meet these criteria.

Example (cookie omitted)
PUT https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/email/forwarding
Content-Type: application/json
{“forward_to”:”erik@erikkangas.com, joe@gmail.com”,”deliver”:”forward”,”leave_ local”:0,”enabled”:1}

luxsci.com
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1 }

Get Email Auto-Responders
Return all email auto-responders owned by this user.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User Email - Forwarding

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/email/ar

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

See below

Response Body
A successful response will return an array of objects, one for each auto-responder owned by this user.
The objects will contain the following defining keywords:
Keyword

Data Type

Description

body

String

Body of the email message response. In UTF-8.

duplicate_interval Integer

Number of minutes between repeat auto-replies to the
same from address from this auto-responder. This
applies “per inbound server” ... so if your messages
are being processed by multiple inbound servers
there could still be multiple replies as each one rate
limits itself.

id

Integer

Unique ID of this auto-responder.

in_reply

Boolean

If “1”, then an “In Reply To...” heading will be added
to the top of your message body on all messages.
This indicates in more detail what message is being
replied to.

is_body_html

Boolean

True (1) of the “body” field is HTML content; False (0)
if it is plain text content.
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match_type

String

What is being matched? E.g. all messages,
messages to a specific address or domain, or what?

match_what

String

Empty for responses to all messages; domain name
for responses to all messages addressed to a specific
domain; email address for responses to all messages
addressed to this specific address.

signature_from

Email address

From email address of the WebMail Signature to use
with this responder.

signature_id

Integer

Unique ID of the WebMail Signature to use with this
responder.

signature_name

String

Name of the WebMail Signature to use with this
responder.

status

Enum:
[“on”,”off”,”scheduled”]

Status of the responder. This can be “on”, “off”, or
“scheduled”. If “scheduled”, then “window_start “ and
“window_end” apply

subject

String

Subject of the email message response. In UTF-8.

title

String

Arbitrary title for this auro-responder.

window_end

DATETIME

If status=scheduled. The Date and Time after which
this responder should be auto-disabled. Format must
be like “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS” in GMT.

window_start

DATETIME

If status=scheduled. The Date and Time after which
this responder should be auto-enabled. Format must
be like “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS” in GMT.

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/email/ar
Content-Type: application/json
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1, “data”: [{“signature_from”:”john@sample.com”, “match_
what”:”yahoo.com”, “match_type”:”To domain”, “in_reply”:0,”subject”:”Respond to this!”,
“status”:”scheduled”, “window_start”:”2015-04-01 00:00:00”, “signature_name”:”John Sample”,
“body”:”Leave me alone!”, “duplicate_interval”:30, “window_end”:”2015-05-01 00:00:00”, “id”:708967,
“title”:”Test”,”is_body_html”:0, “signature_id”:123723 }]}

luxsci.com
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Delete Email Auto-Responder
Delete an email auto-responder number “id” that belongs to the user.
Request Method

DELETE

Access Required

User Email – Auto-Responders

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/email/ar/[id]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

none

Example (cookie omitted)
DELETE https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/email/ar/342343
Content-Type: application/json
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1 }

Update Email Forwarding
This function allows you to alter the email forwarding (and denial/deletion) settings for the user.
Request Method

PUT

Access Required

User Email - Forwarding

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/email/forwarding

Request Query String

none

Request Body

see below

Success Response

none
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Request Body
Keyword

Description

enabled

Required. Specify “0” to disable forwarding; non-zero to enable.

deliver

Required. Specify what should happen to email to this user (if enabled):
•

“forward” - forward to 1+ email addresses

•

“delete” - delete all email

•

“deny” - deny all email with a custom message

Note that delete and deny will apply to all messages and all other custom email
filters will be skipped. The forward delivery action will forward email and all other
custom email filters, including this forwarding rule, will apply in the usual order.
leave_local

Optional. For “deliver=forward” cases, specify non-zero if you would like copies of
the forwarded email to continue on and pass through the rest of your email filters
for possible ultimate delivery to the INBOX.
E.g. this is a “not final” forwarding rule. If omitted, leave local will be “off”.

forward_to

Required for “deliver=forward”. Specify a comma-delimited list of email addresses
to which inbound email messages should be forwarded. There is a maximum
number of recipients that can be specified (this limit is account-dependent).

deny_message Required for “deliver=deny”. Specify a short message to return when messages
are blocked. Note that this message must be less than 50 characters, contain
only latin1 characters and should omit special characters. The message will be
automatically modified to meet these criteria.

Example (cookie omitted)
PUT https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/email/forwarding
Content-Type: application/json
{“forward_to”:”erik@erikkangas.com, joe@gmail.com”,”deliver”:”forward”,”leave_ local”:0,”enabled”:1}
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1 }

luxsci.com
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Get Domain SMTP TLS Capability
This function checks if a specific domain name supports “good” SMTP TLS for email delivery to its
users. This means:
•
•
•

All MX records are working
SMTP TLS is supported by all MX records
TLS support includes TLS v1.0+ and strong (NIST 800-52 recommended) ciphers like AES256.

For more background, see:
•
•

About SMTP TLS
What Level of SSL/TLS is needed for HIPAA?

Request Method

GET

Access Required

User Email - Sending

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/email/compose/secureline/tls/[domain]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

Results in the “data” component of the response. See below for the
format.

Response Body
Field

Description

tls

“1” if strong TLS is supported; “0” if not.

domain

The domain name checked

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/email/compose/secureline/tls/
gmail.com
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1, “data”: {“domain”: “gmail.com”, tls: 1 }
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Retrieve SecureLine Recipient List Encryption Data (rpc)
When composing an email message, you may have a list of recipients and want to know what kind of
encryption, if any, would be used for each recipient when it is finally sent out with SecureLine
encryption. E.g. this can be used to (a) inform the sender of what encryption will be used, and (b) to
discover ahead of time if there are some recipients for which a message cannot yet be encrypted
(possible, for example, if SecureLine Escrow is setup to use question and answer authentication
without a default fall-back question and answer).
It is good to use this method before sending an encrypted message – so you can modify your recipient
list and/or add additional required encryption information before sending.
Note: This is a RPC-style call and hence uses a POST method even though we are “getting data”. We
are interacting with the system rather than querying a specific resource.
Request Method

POST

Access Required

User Email - Sending

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/email/compose/secureline/recipients

Request Query String

none

Request Body

see below

Success Response

Results in the “data” component of the response. See below for the
format.

Request Body
Keyword

Description

no_tls_only

Optional. If this is passed and is true (1), then no recipients will be
allowed to be sent using “TLS Only” – other encryption methods will
have to be considered.
Note that TLS Only would only be used, anyway, if enabled in the user /
domain / account settings.

recipients

luxsci.com
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Response Body
The response body for a successful request will contain a hash in the “data” field with one keyword,
“recipients”. The value of “recipients” is a list. Each list element will be another list corresponding to
one of your queried recipients. The fields in each of these inner lists correspond to the following:
Field

Description

Field #0

Recipient email address

Field #1

Encryption type to be used. One of:
•
•
•
•
•

Field #2

escrow
smime
pgp
tls
error (e.g. invalid email address)

For Type=escrow:
•

Escrow question to be used. If this is empty or null, then you must supply an
Escrow question when sending. If the value is “*”, then SecureSend
Authentication is being used rather than an actual question and answer
pair.

For Type=tls

•

Preferred “Escrow” authentication type (“qa” for “Question and Answer” or
“secsend” for “SecureSend Login”). Used for deciding what will be needed if
the sender wishes to not use TLS for the delivery of this message.

Field #3

For Type=ecrow only:
•

# of days until the message will expire from Escrow, by default.

Example (cookie omitted)
POST https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/email/compose/secureline/
recipients
Content-Type: application/json
{“recipients”:[“joe@gmail.com”,”kangas@luxsci.com”,”ann@mail.co.cc”]}
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1, “data”: {“recipients”: [[“ann@mail.co.cc”,”escrow”,null,60],
[“kangas@luxsci.com”,”pgp”], [“joe@gmail.com”,”tls”]]}}
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Send Email
This API call is a more generic outbound email sending interface that is designed to enable efficient
large-scale email sending through your account’s email servers. The following table compares this
API call and the next one (/email/compose/secureline/send), so you can see which you should pick for
particular use cases. Many features that are the SAME between the API calls (e.g., DKIM support) are
not included in this table, else it would be extremely long and redundant.
API Call: /email/send
Great for: Secure High Volume
Email Sending

/email/compose/secureline/send
Low-volume secure email sending
& SecureText

Large-scale email
sending
Can send SecureLine encrypted Yes
messages?
Messages Sent From Your SMTP server(s)
Sending limit per day? User’s individual
SMTP sending limit
(which could be very
large).
Sending limit per month? User’s individual
SMTP sending limit
(which could be very
large).
Pipelining: Maximum messages/API 1000*
call
Maximum recipients/message 100*

Yes

The API/WebMail server itself.
1000* messages/user

No specific limit – the daily limit
manages monthly sending

1

100

Maximum recipients/API call 1000*

100

Can send messages without Yes
SecureLine encryption?

No

Can send SecureText messages? No
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Sending user must have an SMTP Yes
license with LuxSci

No

Outbound SMTP server failover Yes
support

No

Outbound SMTP server load Yes
balancing support

No

Outbound messages queued if SMTP Yes
server(s) are down; delivered when
they come back up

n/a

*Can be modified on dedicated API servers.
This API function is used to send message(s) through your account’s SMTP server(s). You can think
of it as an API-based proxy to SMTP, used for cases where direct use of SMTP is not an option.
Generally speaking, direct use of SMTP is overall faster and more efficient; however, the API does
include some things that you cannot get through direct SMTP connections. For example, the API
includes support for failover, load-balanced SMTP servers; this can be done with direct SMTP only if
you have a load balancer in front of your servers. You can also hand off messages to LuxSci (into the
outbound queues) faster through the API than you can through direct SMTP.
As this is a proxy for SMTP, the majority of the email message processing actually happens on the
SMTP servers themselves (just like it would if you had actually used direct SMTP to send the
message). The API call accepts the message, vets your ability to send the message, queues the
message, and the moves it to the appropriate SMTP servers for delivery. This API process is
designed to be very safe and efficient and works well for customers with very large SMTP sending
limits (e.g., millions of messages per month).
Note: if you have a dedicated API sending server and would like to make more than 6000 API
calls/day, please contact support to have your API usage limits increased to meet your needs.
This API function allows you to optionally include attachments. If you wish to include attachments, you
must format your request as a “multipart/form-data” request as discussed in the General Usage API
Guide.
If the API call “fails” … it may be because more information is needed to encrypt the message to your
recipients, if the request is malformed, or if your sending has exceeded some limit. Here are some
limits to be aware of:
1. The sending user must have an SMTP license.
2. The sending user must have a SecureLine license to use SecureLine-specific parameters.
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3. You have to send to at least 1 recipient, but no more than 100 recipients per message. This
limit can be increased on dedicated servers.
4. Your API call can contain 1 to 1000 messages. This limit can be increased on dedicated
servers.
5. The total number of recipients across all messages in your API call cannot exceed 1000. This
limit can be increased on dedicated servers.
6. The messages sent by a user through this API call count towards the users’ daily and monthly
SMTP sending (just as if the user had actually used direct SMTP to send) totals. So,
messages will be rejected if a user exceeds any of these limits. Please contact support if you
need to upgrade these limits.
7. While SecureLine-encrypted emails sending is supported through this API call, SecureText
sending is not.
8. If there are restrictions configured in the Domain Administration control panel on to whom the
sending user can send messages, these restrictions also apply to messages sent through the
API.
9. The total size of the message subject, body, and all attachments (raw size) must be less than
or equal to 66% the sender’s SMTP message sending size limit. This limit can be affected by
use of Email Archival, custom domain-level size limits, and general global limits. The current
value of this limit can be found in the “Maximum Message Size Limit” for the sender’s domain
in your domain administration settings area. 66% is used because, when the attachments are
encoded into an actual email message, the size can bloat to 140-150% of the raw size; the
SMTP message size limit looks at the size of the encoded messages passing through your
SMTP servers.
Note: once messages sent via this API arrive on your SMTP server for processing and delivery, those
messages are subject to any server delivery rate limiting settings currently enabled on the SMTP
server. For example, if your SMTP server is “warming up” its IP address by slowly increasing its
outbound email delivery rate, messages sent by the API through that server may be delayed by that
warmup rate limit.
Maximizing your sending rate:
To deposit email messages in the outbound queues as fast as possible using the API, we recommend:
1. Send as many messages as you can in each API call. This “pipelining” greatly reduces the
number of API calls you need to execute and greatly speeds up processing of your messages.
2. When sending same attachments in multiple messages, use the API’s feature for including the
attachment once and referencing it in each of the actual messages. This will greatly speed up
the uploading/posting of your message information to the API server.
3. Keep the messages as small as possible.
4. If appropriate for your use case, send fewer messages. Have more recipients per message
(using the “bcc” field if needed).

luxsci.com
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5. Ask support about dedicated API servers. If all of the server resources are dedicated to your
account, your throughput can be higher. You can also use multiple load-balanced dedicated
API sending servers to scale your throughput capacity.
Under ideal conditions, you should be able to deposit outbound email messages in the API queues
much faster that your email servers can actually deliver those messages to the actual recipients
(unless you have a number of powerful dedicated email servers). That is OK, your email servers will
just process and delivery them as fast as they can. The actual rate of message delivery to the
recipients will be a function of how many email servers you have, what their specs are, how busy they
are, and many other factors involved in SMTP email delivery – such as the recipients’ DNS response
time, the recipient’s inbound email server speeds, etc.

Request Method

POST

Access Required

User Email – Sending
This is the recommended API endpoint for sending outbound email.
Note: Customers of the LuxSci Mailer service are not permitted to use
the LuxSci API (or SMTP) to directly send email messages. If you wish
to use Mailer and API at the same time, please contact sales for pricing.

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/email/send

Request Query String

none

Request Body

see below

Success Response

standard success or error

Request Body
Keyword

Type

Description

message

Object

If you are sending a single message through this API call,
you can include the message data object (see below) as the
value of the “message” parameter.

messages

Array

If you are sending one or more messages through this API
call, you can include an array of message objects (see
below) as the value of the “messages” parameter.
You should not use both message and messages in the
same API call. If you do, the “message” parameter will be
used, and the “messages” parameter ignored.
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smtp_server

String

Optional. Specify a comma-delimited list of the SMTP server
hostnames that this message should be delivered through.
These hostnames are the canonical server names for your
SMTP servers, as provided by your LuxSci support team.
E.g., such names are typically of the form “rs999.luxsci.com”
or “rs1099.yourdomain.com”. Other possibly valid-forSMTP, names like “email999.luxsci.com,” will be rejected.
If you omit this field, then, by default, all of the outbound
SMTP servers assigned to your account will be selected (no
matter if that is 1 or 20) for you.
Note that you can specify in your API configuration what this
default list of servers should be (i.e., instead of "all"). In this
way, it is easy to send to different groups of servers using
different API end points, rather than relying on the API client
to choose the servers explicitly.

smtp_server_method Integer

Optional. If you have multiple SMTP servers implicitly or
explicitly selected for the “smtp_server” parameter, this
parameter determines in what order they are tried. I.e., the
“first” server is tried first and if the API cannot connect to that
SMTP server (because it is down or too busy), it will try the
next one, and so on.
The possible values are “1” and “2”.
1: Try the email servers in the exact order provided. In this
case, the servers in smtp_server are given in order of
preference and we always try to send through the 1st one in
the list when possible, falling back to the others if needed.
2: Randomize the list and then try them in the random order.
This option, which is the default, is ideal for distributing the
sending of your messages evenly across your selected
SMTP servers.
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Message Object
The message object, referred to above in the request body definition, is an associated array with very
much the same parameters as the “/email/compose/secureline/send” API end point.
Keyword

Type

Description

attachments

Array

Optional. If included, this is an array of JSON objects, one for
each uploaded file. See the General API Usage Guide for
how to upload files with your request.
The individual JSON objects will have the following keywords
and values:
•
•

bcc

Array

name – The exact filename of the uploaded file
hash – The SHA256 hex-encoded hash of the content of
this file.

Optional. Array of email addresses for the recipients in the
“Bcc” of the message.

body

String

Required. The body content of this message. This can be
either a block of plain text (\n or \r\n – UNIX or Windows style
linefeeds are recommended) or a block of HTML content.
For best results, HTML content should NOT be a completed
HTML Document, but what you would put inside <body> …
</body> tags. If you need to include a complete, arbitrary
HTML document, we recommend uploading that as an
attached file.
See the “body_type” parameter.

body_text

String

Optional. Only used when body_type=”html”.
If supplied, this plain text content will be used as the
“alternative” message content for the HTML message body
provided in “body”.
I.e., for people with HTML email content viewing disabled in
their email or WebMail interfaces, this plain text version of
your content will be displayed instead.
If omitted, a plain text alternate version of your HTML
message content will not be included in your message.
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body_type

Enum

Optional. If included, this must be “text” or “html”. If omitted, it
takes on the value “text”. The body_type parameter indicates
what content is being passed in the “body” field.

cc

Array

Optional. Array of email addresses for the recipients in the
“Cc” of the message.

from_address

Email

Optional. Email address to use as the “From address” for this
message. If omitted, the sending user’s login email address
will be used.
Note that it is against the terms of service to use an address
here that does not belong to you or for which you do not
otherwise have permission to send from.

from_name

String

Optional. The plain text name of the sender. If omitted, the
sending user’s “contact” name (from his/her profile) will be
used. If that is empty, then the “from_address” will be used.
The from name can be a maximum of 100 characters long.

headers

Array

Optional. If included, the value must be an array specifying
data for up to 10 custom headers that will be added to the
outbound email message. This is usually used in
combination with the custom header tracking and reporting
features of LuxSci outbound emailing. E.g., you can set
headers here that will be tracked (if you have enabled
tracking of them in your outbound email settings in the LuxSci
web site), and which can be used for reporting.
Each element of the headers array must itself be an array of
two elements. The 1st element is the custom header name;
the 2nd element is the custom header value. Some of the
basic validation restrictions include:
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•

You cannot override standard email headers (like To,
Subject, Date, etc.) using custom headers.

•

Header names cannot contain spaces, tabs,
linefeeds, or colons

•

Header values cannot contain tabs or linefeeds and
must be non-empty.

•

Each added header line must be less than 997
characters in length

•

The total length of add added header lines must be
less than 5000 characters in length.
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receipt

0 or 1

Optional. If set to “1”, a read receipt will be requested.
For SecureLine Escrow, these read receipts will always be
sent back on the 1st time the message is viewed by each
recipient … the recipient has no say in the matter and no
indication of if this is happening.

reply_address

Email

Optional. Email address to use as the “Reply-To address” for
this message. If omitted, the from address will be used.
Note that it is against the terms of service to use an address
here that does not belong to you or for which you do not
otherwise have permission to send from.

secline_a_ [email]

String

Optional. For email messages sent via SecureLine Escrow
where Question/Answer pairs are being used for
authentication, this answer will be used for the recipient
whose email address is “[email]”. This overrides any other
answer that may have otherwise been used.

secline_keep_
[email]

Integer

Optional. (Days) For ALL email messages sent via
SecureLine Escrow and SecureText, this this will be used as
the integer number of days before the message accessible for
recipient [email] expires from access. Note that you can have
different expirations for different recipients of the same
message. Once the message has expired for all recipients,
the encrypted message data itself is deleted from the system.

secline_q_ [email]

String

Optional. For email messages sent via SecureLine Escrow
where Question/Answer pairs are being used for
authentication, this question will be used for the recipient
whose email address is “[email]”.
E.g., use “secline_q_ bob@domain.com” as the key for the
question for recipient “bob@domain.com”. This overrides any
other question that may have otherwise been used.
If you set this question value to just an asterisk, “*”, then
SecureSend portal login will be used for recipient
authentication instead of an explicit question and answer. It
does not matter what you specify for “secline_a_...” in this
case.

subject
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template

String

Optional. If provided, this must be the “Template ID” or
template “Code Word” corresponding to an “SMTP or API
Email Template” in the sender’s account. This template
will be used to set the subject and body of the message
(overriding any other subject and body data sent in your
API call). Note, any attachments that you include in the
API call will still be attached to the templated email
message.
Note that the templates “flags” may affect how the message is
encrypted and delivered.

template_data

Object

If you specify a “template” which has dynamic place
holders, you can specify the keywords and respective
values to substitute into the template in this field. The
value of the “template_data” field is an associated array
(object) with the fields/keywords being the template place
holder keywords and the values of those keywords being
the values to be substituted.

template_data_raw

0 or 1

Optional. If passed with a value of “1” then the contents
of template_data will be substituted into the template
place holders “as is” exactly as passed. This is
appropriate for passing content marked up with HTML
and inserting that into and HTML-formatted email. The
default, “0”, assumes the template_data is plain text
content. In this context, the data will be appropriately
quoted when being substituted into HTML-formatted
email. E.g., special HTML characters like “<” will be
converted into HTML entitles like “&lt;” and web links will
be converted into clickable links.

to

Array

Optional. Array of email addresses for the recipients in the
“To” of the message.

Note: there are some differences between the features supported by the message objects for this API
call and for the /email/compose/secureline/send call:
1. SecureText recipient email addresses are not supported in this call
2. No TLS. The “no_tls_only” flag is not available in this API call. However, you can use custom
subject or body text to trigger “No TLS Only” email delivery, just like you would when sending
using direct SMTP.
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3. Opt Out. You can use subject text to trigger “SecureLine Opt Out,” just like you would when
sending using direct SMTP.
4. Attachments and multiple messages. You can send multiple messages, each of which may
contain attachments. The attachments are uploaded as separate parts of your API post and
each is given a “name”. Each unique attachment must have a unique name. I.e., you should
not try to send 2 messages in the same API call, which each have a different attachment with
the same name.
However, if you are sending the same attachment in multiple messages in the same API call,
you can include that attachment once and reference it by name from each message that will
include it. I.e., you can send 1000 messages. Those 1000 messages may each include the
same 1 MB attachment. You include that attachment once in the API call and reference it by
name in each of the 1000 message objects. So, instead of uploading 1000 MB of data, you
only upload just over 1 MB of data.

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will contain a hash in the “data” field. The value of this
data field is an array which lists the unique sendmail_id codes for each of the messages sent. These
codes can be used in the reporting API functions to look up delivery status and other message details.

Example (cookie omitted; attachment included)
POST https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@domain.com/email/send
Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=-----------------LUXSCI-351599.008375964---------------------LUXSCI-351599.008375964--Content-Disposition: form-data; name="json"; filename="json.js" Content-Type: application/json
{"messages":[{"attachments":[{"hash":"975867324207d82a1d1e01fa2b6e582907756e737aa7771d92b
17609e41 bce16","name":"test-attachment.txt"}],
"from_address":"bob@doctorbob.com","subject":"SecureLine message test","body":"Message body",
"to":["user@test-domain.com"],"from_ name":"Dr. Bob","receipt":1,"body_type":"text"}]}
-------------------LUXSCI-351599.008375964--Content-Disposition: form-data; name="files"; filename="test-attachment.txt" Content-Type: text/plain
File Content!!
-------------------LUXSCI-351599.008375964-----
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{"auth": [omitted],"success":1, "data": ["L3CJvSVVa74574"]}

Send Secure Email and/or SecureText
This API function is used to send a secure message via SecureLine from the API server. It mimics
sending of secure email messages and SecureText messages from WebMail and is intended for the
low-volume sending of secure messages. In order to use this API function, the user referenced in the
call must have a SecureLine license. You can use the above “Retrieve SecureLine Recipient List
Encryption Data” API call if you want to see how messages will be sent to different addresses before
actually sending them.
This API function allows you to optionally include attachments. If you wish to include attachments, you
must format your request as a “multipart/form-data” request as discussed in the General Usage API
Guide.
If the API call “fails” … it may be because more information is needed to encrypt the message to your
recipients, if the request is malformed, or if your sending has exceeded some limit. Here are some
limits to be aware of:
1. The sending user must have a SecureLine license.
2. You have to send to at least 1 recipient, but no more than 100 recipients.
3. Each user is limited to sending to a maximum number of SecureLine Email recipients each day
(where a day is considered in the GMT time zone) via this API call. See your API configuration
page for the current recipients/user/day limit. Please contact support if you need this limit
changed (you will need to justify any changes).
4. When sending SecureText messages, Texting credits must be available in the account, the
sending user must have permission to use these credits, and all limits on this user for the
sending of SecureText messages apply.
5. If there are restrictions configured in the Domain Administration control panel on to whom the
sending user can send messages, these restrictions also apply to messages sent through the
API.
6. The total size of the message subject, body, and all attachments (raw size) must be less than
or equal to the sender’s WebMail message sending size limit. This limit can be affected by use
of Email Archival, custom domain-level size limits, and general global limits. The current value
of this limit can be found in the “Maximum Message Size Limit” for the sender’s domain in your
domain administration settings area.
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To send a message via SecureText, you need only format the recipient’s phone number as a
SecureText email address. If you know the country-local phone number and the 2-letter country code,
the address is “[local-number]@[2-letter-code].secure.text”. For example:
•

•
•

111-222-3333 in the US would be “111222333@us.secure.text”. For messages in the US, this
address can be simplified by leaving out the “us.”. E.g. you could also write this address as
“1112223333@secure.text”.
333-444-5555 in Canada would be “3334445555@ca.secure.text”.
The number of “credits” is costs to send SecureText is function of the destination country. It
generally costs only 1 credit to send to a mobile number in the US and Canada.

You can send 1 message to up to 100 recipients. These recipients can be any combination of email
addresses and SecureText addresses. The SecureLine system behind the API will figure out the
proper way to send to each recipient and take care of everything for you. The only thing to watch out
for is if you have configured SecureLine to use Questions and Answers for Escrow authentication and
no question/answer pair can be determined for a recipient … then the message will be rejected. You
can resolve this by using default question/answer pairs, adding questions and answers to address
books, and by passing this data directly to the API as part of your request.
Request Method

POST

Access Required

User Email – Sending
Note: Customers of the LuxSci Mailer service are not permitted to use
the LuxSci API (or SMTP) to directly send email messages. If you wish
to use Mailer and API at the same time, please contact sales for pricing.

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/email/compose/secureline/send

Request Query String

none

Request Body

see below

Success Response

standard success or error

Request Body
Keyword

Type

Description

attachments

Array

Optional. If included, this is an array of JSON objects, one for
each uploaded file. See the General API Usage Guide for
how to upload files with your request.
The individual JSON objects will have the following keywords
and values:
•
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•
bcc

Array

hash – The SHA256 hex-encoded hash of the content of
this file.

Optional. Array of email addresses for the recipients in the
“Bcc” of the message.

body

String

Required. The body content of this message. This can be
either a block of plain text (\n or \r\n – UNIX or Windows style
linefeeds are recommended) or a block of HTML content.
For best results, HTML content should NOT be a completed
HTML Document, but what you would put inside <body> …
</body> tags. If you need to include a complete, arbitrary
HTML document, we recommend uploading that as an
attached file.
See the “body_type” parameter.

body_type

Enum

Optional. If included, this must be “text” or “html”. If omitted, it
takes on the value “text”. The body_type parameter indicates
what content is being passed in the “body” field.

cc

Array

Optional. Array of email addresses for the recipients in the
“Cc” of the message.

from_address

Email

Optional. Email address to use as the “From address” for this
message. If omitted, the sending user’s login email address
will be used.
Note that it is against the terms of service to use an address
here that does not belong to you or for which you do not
otherwise have permission to send from.

from_name

String

Optional. The plain text name of the sender. If omitted, the
sending user’s “contact” name (from his/her profile) will be
used. If that is empty, then the “from_address” will be used.
The from name can be a maximum of 100 characters long.

no_tls_only

0 or 1

Optional. If this is passed and is true (1), then no email
messages to recipients will be allowed to be sent using “TLS
Only” – other encryption methods (e.g. Escrow) will be used.
SecureText messages are never sent via TLS only.

receipt

0 or 1

Optional. If set to “1”, a read receipt will be requested.
For SecureLine Escrow and SecureText, these read receipts
will always be sent back on the 1st time the message is
viewed by each recipient … the recipient has no say in the
matter and no indication of if this is happening.
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reply_address

Email

Optional. Email address to use as the “Reply-To address” for
this message. If omitted, the from address will be used.
Note that it is against the terms of service to use an address
here that does not belong to you or for which you do not
otherwise have permission to send from.

secline_a_ [email]

String

Optional. For email messages sent via SecureLine Escrow
where Question/Answer pairs are being used for
authentication, this answer will be used for the recipient
whose email address is “[email]”. This overrides any other
answer that may have otherwise been used.

secline_keep_
[email]

Integer

Optional. (Days) For ALL email messages sent via
SecureLine Escrow and SecureText, this this will be used as
the integer number of days before the message accessible for
recipient [email] expires from access. Note that you can have
different expirations for different recipients of the same
message. Once the message has expired for all recipients,
the encrypted message data itself is deleted from the system.

secline_q_ [email]

String

Optional. For email messages sent via SecureLine Escrow
where Question/Answer pairs are being used for
authentication, this question will be used for the recipient
whose email address is “[email]”. E.g. use “secline_q_
bob@domain.com” as the key for the question for recipient
“bob@domain.com”. This overrides any other question that
may have otherwise been used.
If you set this question value to just an asterisk, “*”, then
SecureSend portal login will be used for recipient
authentication instead of an explicit question and answer. It
does not matter what you specify for “secline_a_...” in this
case.

subject

String

Required. Subject of this message. This can be a maximum
of 1000 characters long. Leading and training spaces are
automatically trimmed from this subject.

template

String

Optional. If provided, this must be the “Template ID” or
template “Code Word” corresponding to an “SMTP or API
Email Template” in the sender’s account. This template
will be used to set the subject and body of the message
(overriding any other subject and body data sent in your
API call). Note, any attachments that you include in the API
call will still be attached to the templated email message.
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Note that the templates “flags” may affect how the
message is encrypted and delivered.
Note also that this API call does not support the “Both HTML
and Plain Text” template option to specify separate custom
values for the alternative text and HTML parts of a message.
If you use such a template, the HTML part will be used and
the plain text versions will be auto-converted from that HTML.
This is consistent with the way this API call works in general.
If you really need different plain text and HTML parts, use the
“/email/send” API call.
template_data

Object

If you specify a “template” which has dynamic place holders,
you can specify the keywords and respective values to
substitute into the template in this field. The value of the
“template_data” field is an associated array (object) with the
fields/keywords being the template place holder keywords
and the values of those keywords being the values to be
substituted.

template_data_raw

0 or 1

Optional. If passed with a value of “1” then the contents of
template_data will be substituted into the template place
holders “as is” exactly as passed. This is appropriate for
passing content marked up with HTML and inserting that into
and HTML-formatted email. The default, “0”, assumes the
template_data is plain text content. In this context, the data
will be appropriately quoted when being substituted into
HTML-formatted email. E.g., special HTML characters like
“<” will be converted into HTML entitles like “&lt;” and web
links will be converted into clickable links.

to

Array

Optional. Array of email addresses for the recipients in the
“To” of the message.

Example (cookie omitted; attachment included)
POST https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@domain.com/email/compose/secureline/send
Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=-----------------LUXSCI-351599.008375964---------------------LUXSCI-351599.008375964--Content-Disposition: form-data; name=”json”; filename=”json.js” Content-Type: application/json
{“attachments”:[{“hash”:”975867324207d82a1d1e01fa2b6e582907756e737aa7771d92b17609e41
bce16”,”name”:”test-attachment.txt”}],”from_address”:”bob@doctorbob.com”,”subject”:”SecureLine
message test”,”no_tls_only”:1,”body”:”Message body”,”to”:[“user@test-domain.com”],”from_
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name”:”Dr. Bob”,”receipt”:1,”body_type”:”text”}
-------------------LUXSCI-351599.008375964--Content-Disposition: form-data; name=”files”; filename=”test-attachment.txt” Content-Type: text/plain
File Content!!
-------------------LUXSCI-351599.008375964-----

Example (cookie omitted; SecureText, no attachment included)
POST https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@domain.com/email/compose/secureline/send
Content-Type: application/json
{“from_address”:”bob@doctorbob.com”, “subject”:”Dr. Bob’s Therapy Appointment”, “body”:”Your
appointment starts in 1 hour!”, “to”:[“1112223333@secure.text”], “from_name”:”Dr. Bob”}

Get Email Template
The call returns the specific details around a specific Email Template
Request Method

GET

Access Required

Email – SMTP/API Templates

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/templates/[template_id]
template_id can either be the numerical unique ID of the template, or the
textual “code_word”.

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

Results in the “data” component of the response.

Response Body
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

template_id

Integer

Unique numerical template ID.

code_word

String

Textual unique template reference.

title

String

Internal title for this template

subject

String

Email message subject to be used.
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body_html

String

Email body content for HTML viewing

body_text

String

Email body content for plain text viewing.

notes

String

Notes/comments on this template.

format

Enum(‘html’,’text’,’both’)

What body formats to include when sending?

sl_opt_in

Boolean [0 or 1]

Definitely use email encryption for this message
(for users who are not required to use it anyway).

sl_opt_out

Boolean [0 or 1]

Opt out of encryption as this message will NOT
include PHI, PII, or sensitive data.

sl_no_tls

Boolean [0 or 1]

Do not use “TLS Only” as an email encryption
method. Use something stronger such as
Escrow, PGP, or S/MIME.

created

DateTime in GMT in the format:
YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS

Date the template was created.

modified

DateTime in GMT in the format:
YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS

Date the template was last modified.

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/template/23
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{"auth":"OMITTED","success":1,"data":{"code_word":"campaign1","template_id":23,"subject":"Campaig
n example subject","sl_opt_out":0,"sl_opt_in":0,"modified":"2020-06-15 20:43:57","created":"2020-0615 20:43:57","body_text":"Test message body.","format":"both","sl_no_tls":1,"title":"Example
template","body_html":"<p>Test message body</p>","notes":"My notes"}}

Get Email Template List
This function returns a list of all templates defined in your account.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

Email – SMTP/API Templates

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/templates
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Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

Results in the “data” component of the response.

Response Body
The data component is a list of associated arrays. Each associate array corresponds to a single
template and contains the following fields:
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

template_id

Integer

Unique numerical template ID.

code_word

String

Textual unique template reference.

title

String

Internal title for this template

notes

String

Notes on this template.

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/templates
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{"auth":"OMITTED","success":1,"data":[{"code_word":"campaign1","template_id":23,"title":"Example
template", "notes":"My notes"}]}

Create Email Template
Define a new email template.
Note that some fields can contain dynamic place holders. These are described in detail in the help
document about SMTP/API Templates; however, these place holders are of the form “{{fieldname}}”.
When sending an email, instances of this expression in the subject and/or body can be replaced with
dynamic information on a per-message basis (think of “mail merge”).
Request Method

PUT

Access Required

Email – SMTP/API Templates
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Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/templates

Request Query String

none

Request Body

See below

Success Response

Results in the “data” component of the response.

Request Body
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

code_word

String

Textual unique template reference. Can contain
only letters, numbers, and underscore
characters. Cannot be a number. Must be
unique across your templates. Optional.

title

String

Required. Internal title for this template.

subject

String

Required. Email message subject to be used.
This field can contain dynamic place holders.

body_html

String

Email body content for HTML viewing. Required
for formats of “html” and “both”.
This field can contain dynamic place holders.

body_text

String

Email body content for plain text viewing.
Required for formats of “text” and “both”.
This field can contain dynamic place holders.

notes

String

Optional. Notes/comments about this template.

format

Enum(‘html’,’text’,’both’)

Required. What body formats to include when
sending? One of these values must be supplied.

sl_opt_in

Boolean [0 or 1]

Definitely use email encryption for this message
(for users who are not required to use it anyway).

sl_opt_out

Boolean [0 or 1]

Opt out of encryption as this message will NOT
include PHI, PII, or sensitive data. Can not be
true when sl_opt_in is true or when sl_no_tls is
true.

sl_no_tls

Boolean [0 or 1]

Do not use “TLS Only” as an email encryption
method. Use something stronger such as
Escrow, PGP, or S/MIME.
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Response Body
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

template_id

Integer

Unique numerical template ID.

Example (cookie omitted)
PUT https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/template
Content-Type: application/json
{"code_word":"campaign2","body_text":"Test message
body.","format":"both","sl_no_tls":1,"subject":"Campaign example subject","body_html":"<p>Test
message body</p>","title":"Example template","notes":"My notes"}
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{"auth":"OMITTED","success":1,"data":{ template_id":23}}

Update Email Template
Note that this update will update/replace ALL FIELDS. So, include all fields as omitted fields will be
treated as if you are updating them with empty or false values. This is effectively just like deleting the
old template with this “template_id” and replacing it with the new data.
Request Method

POST

Access Required

Email – SMTP/API Templates

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/template/[template_id]
template_id can be either the unique numerical template_id or the text
code_word.

Request Query String

none

Request Body

Same as for “Create Template”.

Success Response

None.
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Example (cookie omitted)
POST https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/template/23
Content-Type: application/json
{"code_word":"campaign2","body_text":"Test message
body.","format":"both","sl_no_tls":1,"subject":"Campaign example subject","body_html":"<p>Test
message body</p>","title":"Example template","notes":"More notes"}
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{"auth":"OMITTED","success":1,"data":{}}

Delete Email Template
Delete a specific email template.
Request Method

DELETE

Access Required

Email – SMTP/API Templates

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/template/[template_id]
template_id can be either the unique numerical template_id or the text
code_word.

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

none

Example (cookie omitted)
DELETE https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/template/23

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{"auth":"OMITTED","success":1,"data":{}}
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Email Suppression
Create Suppression
Add new email suppressions at the user level.
Request Method

PUT

Access Required

User Email: Suppression

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/ suppression

Request Query String

none

Request Body

See below

Success Response

No body returned.

JSON Request Body
Keyword

Data Type

Description

emails

String

Required. A comma-delimitd list of email addresses to
suppress. You can include between 1 and 1000 addresses
in this parameter.

Expires

Integer

Optional. A positive integer. If included, the suppressions
created will expire after this many days. If omitted, the
suppressions will not expire.
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Example (cookie omitted)
PUT https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@domain.com/suppression
Content-Type: application/json
{“emails": "test1@domain.com,test2@domain.com", expires: 30}
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1}

Delete Suppression
Delete a specific user-level email suppression.
Request Method

DELETE

Access Required

User Email: Suppression

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/suppression/email

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

No body returned.

Example (cookie omitted)
DELETE https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@domain.com/suppression/test1@domain.com

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1}
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Get Suppression
Retrieve a specific email suppression at the user level.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User Email: Suppression

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/suppression[/email]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

The [/email] part of the URL is optional. With it, you are returning all
suppression entries that contain the string "email". Without it, you return
all suppression entries altogether. Note that even if you specify a full
email address for "email," you can get multiple matches.
The data will be a single object that is a list containing one entry for each
match. Each entry will itself be a list of the form
[ email, expires, account_id, domain_id, user_id ]
•

"email" is the email address suppressed

•

"expires" is the number of days until it expires, or zero if it doesn'
expire.

•

account_id is the customer account id

•

domain_id is zero for account-level entries, or the domain name
id for domain and user-level entries

•

user_id is zero except for user-level suppression entries, in which
case it is the end user id number.

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@domain.com/suppression/test1@domain.com

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1, data: [[ "test1@domain.com", 0, 100001, 78536, 1298731]] }
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WebAide API Request
WebAide requests include all those related to API-enabled WebAides.
Note that in order to issue API commands that access a particular kind of WebAide (e.g. Calendars),
your API Interface must he enabled to access that type of WebAide in the API Interface access control
area. E.g. your API Interface could be configured so it can only access Calendars and not Tasks or
any of the others. Similarly, it could have only Read access to specific types of WebAides.

GetWebAides: Retrieve List of Available WebAides
Return a list of all WebAides accessible to the specified user, that are also of the indicated webaide_
type. You can use the query string to add filters to narrow down the results.
Request Method
Access Required

GET
Access to [webaide_type]
Read Accessible WebAides and Entries

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/[webaide_type]

Request Query String

Optional. See below

Request Body

none

Success Response
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Optional Query String Filter Options
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

subscribed

Single keyword. One of:

Filter by WebAide subscription status

•
•
•
•

all – select all
subscribed – return those
subscribed
unsubscribed – return those
not subscribed
tosync – return those tagged
for synchronization with
MobileSync.

ids

Comma-delimited list.

List of the numerical WebAide IDs eligible to
be returned.

permissions

Comma-delimited list. Values
can include those in the
webaide_permission list.

Select only WebAides where the user has all
of the indicated permissions

modified

DateTime in GMT in the format:
YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS

Return all WebAides that have had any entry
created, deleted, or modified on or after this
date and time.

changes

DateTime in GMT in the format:
YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS

Optional. If this is provided, a sub call to
“GetWebAideChanges” will be made for
each returned WebAide, giving you
summary counts of numbers of entries and
adds/ updates/deletes since the specified
date.
Specify an old date (e.g. “2000-01-01”) if all
you care about is the total number of entries.
Use of “changes” is the recommended way
to get the number of entries in one or more
WebAides in an efficient manner.
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Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have a list of objects as the “data” in the JSON
response. Each object in the list will have the following keywords:
Keyword

Description

title

Plain text title of the WebAide

webaide_id

Numerical unique WebAide Id.

modified

Last modified date for the WebAide (e.g. last edit, add, or delete). This is in the
format “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS” in GMT.

desc

Plain text description of the WebAide that can be optionally provided by the
creator / admin of the WebAide.

permissions

Comma-delimited list of permissions that the user has on this WebAide. The
possible values are taken from the webaide_permission list.

type

webaide_type

subscribed

If the user is subscribed to this WebAide (1) or not (0)

tosync

If the WebAide is tagged for synchronization via MobileSync (1) or not (0)

favorite

True (1) if this WebAide is tagged as the user’s “Favorite”, false (0) otherwise.
There can only be 1 Favorite … but there do not have to be any.

mine

True (1) if the WebAide is owned by the user; False (0) if it is owned by
someone else.

changes

Present only if you passed the optional “changes” query string parameter. If
present, this is an object that contains the following keys:
•
•
•
•

entries – Total number of entries in this WebAide
adds – Number of entries added on or after the date/time provided
changes – Number of entries that existed before the date/time provided that
were modified on or after the date/time provided
deletes – Number of entries that were deleted on or after the date/time
provided

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/webaides/
addressbooks?permissions=create
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted], “success”:1, “data”:[{“permissions”:”cr
eate,admin,add_all,delete_all,edit_self,delete_self,add_self,read,edit_all”, “default”:0, “tosync”:1,
“desc”:null, “modified”:”2015-03-06 17:14:07”, “title”:”Example Addresss Book 1”, “webaide_id”:4996,
“type”:”addressbooks”, “subscribed”:1, “favorite”:1, “mine”:1},
{“permissions”:”add_all,add_self,delete_all,read,edit_self,delete_self,edit_all”, “default”:0, “tosync”:0,
“desc”: “This is just a de\u0073cription for testing”, “modified”:”2011-04-20 01:45:49”, “title”: “Another
Example”,”webaide_id”:1601, “type”:”addressbooks”, “subscribed”:1,”favorite”:0,”mine”:1}]}

GetWebAide: Retrieve Information about a Specific WebAide
This call is like GetWebAides, except that the call is simplified and targeted at a specific, single
WebAide.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

Access to [webaide_type]
Read Accessible WebAides and Entries

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/[webaide_type]/[webaide_id]

Request Query String

Optional. See below

Request Body

none

Success Response

Results in the “data” component of the response. The result will be the
same as that for GetWebAides.

Optional Query String Filter Options
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

changes

DateTime in GMT in the format:
YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS

Optional. If this is provided, a sub call to
“GetWebAideChanges” will be made for each
returned WebAide, giving you summary counts
of numbers of entries and adds/updates/deletes
since the specified date.
Specify an old date (e.g. “2000-01-01”) if all you
care about is the total number of entries.
Use of “changes” is the recommended way to
get the number of entries in one or more
WebAides in an efficient manner.
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Response Body
See GetWebAides.

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/webaides/
addressbooks/4996?changes=2000-01-01
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted], “success”:1,
“data”:[{“permissions”:”create,admin,add_all,delete_all,edit_self,delete_self,add_self,read,edit_all”,
“default”:0, “tosync”:1, “desc”:null, “modified”:”2015-03-06 17:14:07”, “title”:”Example Addresss Book
1”, “webaide_id”:4996, “type”:”addressbooks”, “subscribed”:1, “favorite”:1, “mine”:1, “changes”: { adds:
10, entries: 10, deletes: 0, updates:0}

NewWebAide
Create a new WebAide of type webaide_type. E.g. creation of a new “Address Book”.
Note: Each user is limited to 500 WebAides of each type. Trying to create more will result in an error
being returned.
Request Method
Access Required

POST
Access to [webaide_type]
Add/Change Accessible WebAides and Entries

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/[webaide_type]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

See below

Success Response

Results in the “data” component of the response. See below for the
format.
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Request body JSON keywords
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

title

Required. Title string for the new
WebAide

This does not have to be unique
across your WebAides. You can, but
probably should not, create multiple
WebAides with the same title.

description

Optional. Description of the new
WebAide

parent_id

Optional. WebAide ID of a WebAide of
the same webaide_type owned by this
user that will be the parent for this new
WebAide in the hierarchy.

subscribe

Optional. If set to true (e.g. “1”), then the
WebAide will be subscribed to once it is
created.

If this is omitted or invalid, the new
WebAide will be created at the “top
level” of the hierarchy.

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have data in the “data” in the JSON response. The
following keywords may be present:
Keyword

Description

title

Plain text title of the WebAide.

webaide_id

Numerical unique WebAide Id of the new WebAide

subscribed

If the user is subscribed to this WebAide (1) or not (0)

tosync

If the WebAide is tagged for synchronization via MobileSync (1) or not (0 or null)

mine

True (1) if the WebAide is owned by the user. This is always true.

Example (cookie omitted)
POST https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/webaides/links
Content-Type: application/json
{“subscribe”:1,”title”:”Test New WebAide”,”parent_id”:”512537”}
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HTTP/1.1 201 Created
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted], “success”:1, “data”:{“subscribed”:1, “tosync”:null, “webaide_id”:5128, “title”:”Test
New WebAide”, “mine”:1}}

DeleteWebAide
Delete a WebAide of type webaide_type whose unique ID is webaide_id. This WebAide must be
owned by the user in question.
Request Method

DELETE

Access Required

Access to [webaide_type]
Delete Accessible WebAides and Entries

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/[webaide_type]/[webaide_id]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

nothing in data.

Example (cookie omitted)
DELETE https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/webaides/links/5129
HTTP/1.1 200 Ok
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted], “success”:1}

GetWebAideEntry
Retrieve the detailed contents of a specific WebAide entry.
Request Method
Access Required
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Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/[webaide_type]/[webaide_id]/
[entry_id]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

data contains the entry details as a object. See webaide entry data fields
for the field names and meanings of the fields returned.

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/user@customer-domain.com/webaides/links/5128/5668
HTTP/1.1 200 oK
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted], “success”:1, “data”:{“Date Created”:”2015-03-16 19:31:06”, “URL”:”http://
google.com”, “Link Title”:”Google”, “Date Modified”:”2015-03-16 19:31:06”, “Unique ID”: 5668,
“Categories”:”tag1;tag2”}}

NewWebAideEntry
Create a new WebAide Entry. Note that invalid fields may simply be ignored, rather than generate an
actual error. E.g. an invalid “E-mail Address” field will simply result in that field being omitted in the
new entry. We recommend that you validate your own data and not rely on request errors to do the
validation for you.
Note: Each WebAide is limited to 25,000 entries by default. If your WebAide has this many entries (or
more), then this NewWebAideEntry command will return an error. If you need larger WebAides, please
contact support. Very large WebAides may require use of a dedicated server.
Request Method

POST

Access Required

Access to [webaide_type]
Add/Change Accessible WebAides and Entries

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/[webaide_type]/[webaide_id]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

See Below

Success Response

See Below
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Request body JSON keywords
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

timezone

Time zone Keyword (e.g. GMT, EST5EDT,
etc.)

Used for calendars and Tasks
WebAides to define the Time
zone of the event for recurrence.

entry

Key/value pairs of the data used to make this
WebAide entry. See the webaide entry data
fields for the field names and meanings.

Required.

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have data in the “data” in the JSON response. The
following keywords may be present:
Keyword

Description

entry_id

Unique ID for the newly created entry.

modified

DATETIME this new entry was created (and when this WebAide thus has been
last modified). “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS” in GMT

errors

String. If errors occurred in processing some of the entry, but the entry was still
created, you can see these errors here. If this is null, then there were no errors.

Example (cookie omitted)
POST https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/webaides/addressbooks/2891
Content-Type: application/json
{“entry”:{“First Name”:”John”, “E-mail Address”:”xxxxxxx@cc.cc”, “Primary Phone”:”111-222-3333”,
“Last Name”:”Smith”, “Children”:”Yes, 2”, “File As”:”Smith, John”}}
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”:[omitted], “success”:1,”data”:{“modified”: “2015-03-17 03:41:54”, “entry_ id”:5643,errors:null}}
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Example 2
POST https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/webaides/calendars/2477
Content-Type: application/json
{“entry”:{“Weekly Recur Type”:”nweeks”,”Weekly Recur Days”:”1,2,3,5”,”Categories”:”tag1;tag me
again”,”Subject”:”Example Calendar Event”,”Show Time As”:”Busy”,”Start DateTime”:”2015-03-17
12:00:00”,”Recur Timezone”:”EST5EDT”,”All day event”:”yes”,”Recur Freq Type”:”weekly”,”Recur
Every N Weeks”:2,”Recur End Type”:”none”,”Recur Enabled”:”yes”,End DateTime”:”2015-03-17
13:30:00”}}
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”:[omitted], success”:1,”data”:{“errors”:null,”modified”:”2015-03-17 16:09:34”,”entry_ id”:23557}}

UpdateWebAideEntry
Update an existing WebAide Entry. This function will replace the data all entry fields with the new data
supplied. It is recommended that you retrieve the complete entry, alter it, and then update it – so that
you update does not delete data from an entry simply because you did not include those fields in your
update.
File attachments on entries are unaffected by this command.
Request Method
Access Required

PUT
Access to [webaide_type]
Add/Change Accessible WebAides and Entries

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/[webaide_type]/[webaide_id]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

See Below

Success Response

See Below
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Request body JSON keywords
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

timezone

Time zone Keyword (e.g. GMT,
EST5EDT, etc.)

Used for calendars and Tasks WebAides to
define the Time zone of the event for
recurrence.
For calendar and task entries.

import_recur

Optional. Value: 1 or 0. Default 0.

entry

Key/value pairs of the data used to
make this WebAide entry. See the
WebAide entry data fields for the field
names and meanings.

If true, recurrence data will be
updated/replaced. If false, then the event’s
recurrence pattern will remain unchanged.

Required.

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have data in the “data” in the JSON response. The
following keywords may be present:
Keyword

Description

entry_id

Unique ID for the updated created entry.

modified

DATETIME this new entry was updated (and when this WebAide thus has been
last modified). “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS” in GMT

errors

String. If errors occurred in processing some of the entry, but the entry was still
updated, you can see these errors here. If this is null, then there were no errors.

Example (cookie omitted)
PUT https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/webaides/calendars/2477/23557
Content-Type: application/json
{“entry”:{“Weekly Recur Type”:”nweeks”,”Weekly Recur Days”:”1,2,3,4,5”,”Categories”:”tag1;tagx”,
“Subject”:”Example Calendar Event: Recurrence Changed!”, “Show Time As”:”Busy”, “Start
DateTime”:”2015-03-17 12:00:00”, “Recur Timezone”:”EST5EDT”, “All day event”:”yes”,”Recur Freq
Type”:”weekly”, “Recur Every N Weeks”:1, “Recur End Type”:”none”, “Recur Enabled”:”yes”, “End
DateTime”:”2015-03-17 13:30:00”}, “import_recur”:1}
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1,”data”:{“errors”:null,”modified”:”2015-03-17 20:21:03”,”entry_ id”:23557}}

DeleteWebAideEntry
Delete an existing WebAide Entry.
Request Method

DELETE

Access Required

Access to [webaide_type]. Delete Accessible WebAides and Entries

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/[webaide_type]/[webaide_id]

Request Query String

none

Request Body

none

Success Response

See below

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have data in the “data” in the JSON response. The
following keywords may be present:
Keyword

Description

num_deleted

Number of entries that were deleted. Should always be “1” on success.

Example (cookie omitted)
DELETE https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/webaides/calendars/2477/23557
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”:”361-14266239201714823e4cd8d475191b9ccc9518d06cc8280823e55a9766dbfff0a0582ff723”,”success”:1,”data”:{“nu
m_deleted”:1}}
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GetWebAideEntries
Retrieve the detailed contents of all WebAide entries matching a query.
Request Method

GET
Access to [webaide_type]

Access Required

Read Accessible WebAides and Entries
/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/[webaide_type]/[webaide_id]/

Request URL

entries

Request Query String

See Below

Request Body

none

Success Response

data contains information about all entries matched. See below.

Request Query String keywords
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

entries

Comma-delimited list of
entry Unique IDs.

Optional. If included, the search is restricted to
only entries in this list.

e.g. “10786,77892,23”
Note, if you want to use a very long list of entries,
you might want to use several requests so that
you do not exceed the maximum URL query string
size of 8190 bytes.
limit

Integer 1 to 500.

Optional. How many entries to return (maximum).
Default is 500.

resume

Integer:1 or 0

If 0 (the default), begin a new search. If 1,
continue the previous search. When returning
successive “pages” or entries, use resume for
faster and more consistent results.

secureline

Integer 1 or 0

If specified as ‘1’, SecureLine-specific Address
Book fields are included in the export. I.e., this
includes the SecureLine Escrow Question/Answer
pair and/or PGP and S/MIME public keys.

showcomplete

Integer 1 or 0

If specified as ‘1’, get completed tasks for ‘Tasks’
WebAides. By default, only uncompleted tasks are
returned.
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sort

Enumeration: One of
“modified”, “created”,
“title”, “size”

Optional method by which the returned entries
should be sorted.

start

Integer 0 or higher

Optional. Default is 0. Index in the list of all entries
from which to start result set. Use this to return
successive “pages” of entries.

timezone

Time zone code

The time zone to use for Calendar/Task dates and
times. The user’s default time zone is used if no
time zone is specified.

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have data in the “data” in the JSON response. The
following keywords may be present:
Keyword

Description

entry_data

Array of arrays. Each interior array corresponds to one returned entry. The nth
element in that array corresponds to the nth entry in the array of fields.
Items are returned ion this way in order for the results of be more compact
when many entries are returned at once.

fields

Array of field names. These are the field as per WebAide entry data fields,
below.

num_total_

Total number of entries matching the criteria. This can be larger than the
number of entries actually returned.

entries
starting_index

The starting index of this current result set. A value of “0” is for the first entry
matched.

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/webaides/links/5128/entries
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1, “data”: {“entry_data”: [[“Google”, “http://google.com”, “2015-03- 18
01:49:03”, “2015-03-18 01:49:03”, null, 5669], [“LuxSci”, “http://luxsci.com”, “2015-03-16 19:31:06”,
“2015-03-16 20:26:08”, “ddd;abcabcabc”, 5668]], “starting_index”: 0, “fields”: [“Link Title”, “URL”, “Date
Created”, “Date Modified”, “Categories”, “Unique ID”],”num_total_entries”: 2}}
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GetCalendarEntriesDateRange
Gets a list of entries in a specified Calendar WebAide that fall within a specified range of dates. For
recurring entries, the entry will be returned if any of its instances fall within the specified date range.
The date range is taken to be dates in GMT.
Request Method

GET
Access to [webaide_type]

Access Required

Read Accessible WebAides and Entries

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/calendars/[webaide_id]/entries/
date_range

Request Query String

See below

Request Body

none

Success Response

data contains information about all entries matched. See below.

Request Query String keywords
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

before

DATE: “YYYY-MM-DD” in GMT (where
00:00:00 GMT is implied)

Required. Entries that contain events
before this date.

entries

Comma-delimited list of entry Unique
IDs.

Optional. If included, the search is
restricted to only entries in this list.

e.g. “10786,77892,23”
Note, if you want to use a very long list
of entries, you might want to use
several requests so that you do not
exceed the maximum URL query
string size of 8190 bytes.
from

DATE: “YYYY-MM-DD” in
GMT (where 00:00:00 GMT is implied)
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Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have data in the “data” in the JSON response. The
following keywords may be present:
Keyword

Description

Entries

Array of entry Unique IDs for all entries that match.

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/webaides/calendars/2477/entries/
date_range?from=2015-01-01&before=2016-01-01
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”:[omitted],”success”:1,”data”:{“entries”:[15617,15618,23539]}}

DeleteWebAideEntries
Delete multiple entries from a WebAide all at once.
Request Method

POST
(Since we are not deleting an individual entity at a specific address,
this is a POST instead of a DELETE method)

Access Required

Access to [webaide_type]
Delete Accessible WebAides and Entries

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/calendars/[webaide_id]/entries/
delete

Request Query String

none

Request Body

See below

Success Response

data contains information about all entries matched. See below.
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Request JSON Body keywords
Keyword

Allowed Values

entries

Comma-delimited list of entry
Unique IDs.
e.g. “10786,77892,23”

Comments
Optional. Specific list of entries to
delete.
Optional. If true, and “entries” is
omitted, then all entries in the
WebAide will be deleted.

all

Integer: 1 or 0

Keyword

Description

num_deleted

Integer number of entries actually deleted.

Example (cookie omitted)
POST https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/webaides/links/5128/entries/ delete
Content-Type: application/json
{“entries”:”5668,5669”}
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted], success”:1,”data”: {“num_deleted”:2}}

GetWebAideChanges
Delete multiple entries from a WebAide all at once.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

Access to [webaide_type]
Read Accessible WebAides and Entries

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/calendars/[webaide_id]/entries/
changes

Request Query String

See below

Request Body

none

Success Response

data contains information about all entries matched. See below.
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Request JSON Body keywords
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

modified

Timestamp

Return all WebAide entries added,
changed, or deleted since this
timestamp. If you specify “0” here, it
will return a list of all entries that exist
now and all that have been deleted.

“YYYYMMDDHHMMSS” in GMT
or
“YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS” in GMT

Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have data in the “data” in the JSON response. The
following keywords may be present:
Keyword

Description

adds

Array of entry Unique IDs for those entries added on or after the modified
timestamp.

changes

Array of entry Unique IDs for those entries updated on or after the modified
timestamp

deletes

Array of entry Unique IDs for those entries deleted on or after the modified
timestamp

modified

Timestamp in the format “YYYYMMDDHHMMSS” in GMT of your query --- so
you can use this to as the modified parameter in your next call.

Example (cookie omitted)
GET https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/webaides/calendars/2477/entries/
changes?modified=2015-01-01%2000:00:00
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1, “data”: {“adds”: [23539], “changes”: [15617,15618,23540], “deletes”:
[23545,23544,23547,23546,23548,23553,23552,23551,23550,23549,23558,23555,23556,23554,2355
7,23560,23559], “modified”: “20150318023708”}}
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AddUpdateWebAideEntries
Add/update multiple entries of a WebAide all at once.
Address Book Imports: SecureLine data can be sent in this way as well (i.e. Escrow question and
answer, PGP key, S/MIME key, etc.). SecureLine data is imported if and only if the “SecureLine Mode”
field is present and not empty for an entry. Any entries that are updated and for which “SecureLine
Mode” is left blank, will have their existing SecureLine settings left “as-is”.
Note: Each WebAide is limited to 25,000 entries by default. If your WebAide has this many entries (or
more), then this AddUpdateWebAideEntries command will return an error (even if you are only
intending to do updates). If you need larger WebAides, please contact support. Very large WebAides
may require use of a dedicated server.

Request Method

POST
Access to [webaide_type]

Access Required

Add/Change Accessible WebAides and Entries

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/webaides/calendars/[webaide_id]/entries
/import

Request Query String

none

Request Body

See below

Success Response

data contains information about all entries added. See below.

Request JSON Body keywords
Keyword

Allowed Values

Comments

entry_data

Array or Arrays

Each interior array corresponds to one entry. The nth
element in that array corresponds to the nth entry in
the array of fields.
A maximum of 500 entries can be sent per request.

fields
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import_mode

Enumeration: One of
“ignore”, “update”,
“replace”, “replace_
exact”.

Optional. How to match these entries to the existing
entries and what to do about matches?
If this is left blank, ALL entries will be added even if
they are duplicates of existing entries. Valid modes are
•

ignore: If a similar entry already exists the new
entry will not be added

•

replace: if a similar entry already exists it will be
replaced by the new entry

•

update: if a similar entry already exists the most
recent entry will be saved in the WebAide. Most
recent is determined by the modified date times in
the system and in the data that you are sending.

•

replace_exact: Matches existing entries with your
data based only on “Unique ID”. Matching entries
will use the “replace”. Non- matching entries will be
skipped and not added.

In cases except with “replace_exact”, non-matches will
be added as new entries.
How are matches made? They are made based un
“Unique ID” if you have passed that. Otherwise it tries
to match based on fields like Title, Subject, Entry Date,
email address, etc. These fuzzy matches are useful if
you are synchronizing new data that may match some
or all existing entries and you do not want to make
duplicates. Generally, you should always include the
“Unique ID” so that there is no ambiguity.
import_recur

Integer: 0 or 1.

Optional. Default 0. If 1, then the recurrence
information uploaded will be imported.
Note that recurrent entries that are updated without
“import_recur” enabled will lose their recurrence.

timezone
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Response Body
The response body for a successful request will have data in the “data” in the JSON response. The
following keywords may be present:
Keyword

Description

errors

An array of error strings.

modified_date

The new modified date/time of the WebAide after all the changes have been
made. In the format “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS” in GMT. Note that if there are
other modifications that were made concurrently, the modified date/time may be
the same, but you might not know about the other changes.

modified_ids

A comma-delimited list of all entry Unique IDs that were created or modified as
a result of this request.

num_added

The number of entries that were added a new into the WebAide.

num_received

The number of entries that the system detected in your request.

num_skipped

The number of entries sent that were skipped. E.g. because of invalid or
malformatted data or due to your choice of import_mode.

num_updated

The number of existing entries that were updated as a result of this request.

Example (cookie omitted)
POST https://rest.luxsci.com/perl/api/v2/user/kangas@luxsci.com/webaides/calendars/2477/
entries/import
Content-Type: application/json
{“entry_data”: [[23561,”Example Calendar Event: Example Import”,”tag_me”,”yes”,”2015-03-17
12:00:00”,”2015-03-17 13:30:00”, “Busy”, “yes”, “EST5EDT”, “weekly”,”none”,“nweeks”,”1,2,3,4,5”,1],
[null, “A new entry”, “tag_me”,”no”, “2015-03-17 12:00:00”,”2015-03-17 13:30:00”]],
“timezone”:”EST5EDT”, “fields”:[“Unique ID”, “Subject”, “Categories”, “All day event”, “Start
DateTime”,”End DateTime”,”Show Time As”, “Recur Enabled”, “Recur Timezone”, “Recur Freq
Type”,”Recur End Type”,”Weekly Recur Type”,”Weekly Recur Days”, “Recur Every N Weeks”],
“import_recur”:1, “import_mode”:”replace”}
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
{“auth”: [omitted],”success”:1,”data”:{“errors”:[], “modified_date”:”2015-03-18 13:47:01”,
“modified_ids”:’23561,23563’, “num_skipped”:0,”num_updated”:1, “num_added”:1, “num_
received”:2}}
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Reports
There are many reports available in the LuxSci user interface. Some of these are account-wide and
some are the same reports, but restricted to a particular user’s activity. Some of these reports are
exposed via this API for automated access.
Please refer to the “Reports” section of the “Account API” reference guide for details on using Reports.
These reports are the SAME as those documented in detail in the Account API guide, except that
each is restricted to a specific user (e.g. as if you had used the “user_id” filter in the respective
account API report; the “user_id” filter is not available in the User Scope reports … as it is already
being applied).

Report: Email Sent
Return a list of all email messages sent by users in this account.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User: View Reports

Request URL

Messages sent via SMTP or ActiveSync from email programs and
devices:
/perl/api/v2/user/[usernaqme]/report/email/smtp/sent
Messages sent via WebMail
/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/report/email/webmail/sent

Request Query String

All standard reporting parameters, plus the respective report details in
the Account API guide.

Request Body

none

Success Response

Standard response for all reports; see the additional details in the
Account API guide.
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Report: Email Delivery Status
This report allows you to see how each message was sent to each recipient and what the delivery
status is for each of these recipients.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User: View Reports

Request URL

Messages sent via SMTP or ActiveSync from email programs and
devices:
/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/report/email/smtp/delivery
Messages sent via WebMail
/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/report/email/webmail/delivery

Request Query String

All standard reporting parameters, plus the respective report details in the
Account API guide.

Request Body

none

Success Response

Standard response for all reports; see the additional details in the
Account API guide.

Report: Email URL Clicks
This report allows gather information on what URLs recipients have clicked on in your email messages.
Note: if you are using LuxSci Secure Marketing to send your email messages, then normal LuxSci click
and open reporting is disabled (and you will not see click and open data in this report). The LuxSci
Secure Marketing platform his its own click and open tracking and reporting system and you should look
in that interface for reports.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User: View Reports

Request URL

Messages sent via SMTP or ActiveSync from email programs and
devices:
/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/report/email/smtp/clicks
Messages sent via WebMail
/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/report/email/webmail/clicks

Request Query String

luxsci.com
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Request Body

none

Success Response

Standard response for all reports; see the additional details in the
Account API guide.

Report: Email Opens
This report allows gather information on what recipients have opened which of your email messages
and when.
Note: if you are using LuxSci Secure Marketing to send your email messages, then normal LuxSci click
and open reporting is disabled (and you will not see click and open data in this report). The LuxSci
Secure Marketing platform his its own click and open tracking and reporting system and you should look
in that interface for reports.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User: View Reports

Request URL

Messages sent via SMTP or ActiveSync from email programs and
devices:
/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/report/email/smtp/opens
Messages sent via WebMail
/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/report/email/webmail/opens

Request Query String

All standard reporting parameters, plus the respective report details in the
Account API guide.

Request Body

none

Success Response

Standard response for all reports; see the additional details in the
Account API guide.

Report: SMTP Login Failures / Rejections
This report allows to see all SMTP login failures, as well as sending errors that resulted from our
servers explicitly rejecting your request to send an email message for one reason or another.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User: View Reports

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/report/login_fail/smtp
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Request Query String

All standard reporting parameters, plus the respective report details in
the Account API guide.

Request Body

none

Success Response

Standard response for all reports; see the additional details in the
Account API guide.

Report: Email Feed Back Loops
This report allows to see what messages that you have sent successfully have been “marked as
spam” by recipients and this information has come back to us via one of our feed-back loops.
Request Method

GET

Access Required

User: View Reports

Request URL

/perl/api/v2/user/[username]/report/email/fbl

Request Query String

All standard reporting parameters, plus the respective report details in
the Account API guide.

Request Body

none

Success Response

Standard response for all reports; see the additional details in the
Account API guide.

Appendix: WebAide Definitions
The following definitions and lists are used in general by the WebAide API commands.

webaide_type
A code that identifies one of the supported types of WebAides. Currently these codes include:
•
•
•
•
•

calendars
tasks
addressbooks
notes
links

luxsci.com
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webaide_permission
Access permissions a user can have on a specific WebAide. Possible values include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

admin – administrative access (e.g. all access)
read – Can read entries
create -- Can make new entries
edit_self – Can edit entries created by the user him/herself
edit_all – Can edit any entry
add_self – Can make comments on entries created by the user him/herself
add_all – Can comment on any entry
delete_self -- Can delete entries created by the user him/herself
delete_all – Can delete any entry

WebAide entry data fields
Individual WebAide entries consist of a number of different fields (properties). Each kind of WebAide
has a different set of fields. The following tables define the fields for each WebAide type. The name of
the “field” is used when retrieving and uploading entry data via the API. Some values must obey a
particular data format: this information is also indicated in these tables. Note that the field names are
case sensitive.

common
Fields types common to all WebAides types.
Field

Type

Description and requirements

Categories

Comma-delimited
string

Semi-colon-delimited list of Tags (categories).
E.g. “tag1;tag2”.
Categories should not contain spaces, commas, or
semi-colons.

Unique ID

INTEGER

Unique ID of this particular entry. This is also known
as the “entry_id”.

addressbooks
Address books have the common fields, plus those below.
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Field

Type

Description and requirements

Created

DATETIME

Date and time the entry was created, in GMT in the
format “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS”

Modified

DATETIME

Date and time the entry was last changed, in GMT in
the format “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS”

Account

Text

Anniversary

Text

Assistant’s Name

Text

Assistant’s Phone

Text

Birthday

Text

Business Address
PO Box

Text

Business City

Text

Business Country

Text

Business Fax

Text

Business Phone

Text

Business Phone 2

Text

Business Postal
Code

Text

Business State

Text

State/province

Business Street

Text

Business Address Fields

Business Street 2

Text

Business Street 3

Text

Callback

Text

Car Phone

Text

Children

Text

Company

Text

Company Main
Phone

Text

Department

Text

In the Company

E-mail Address

Comma-delimited
lists of emails

Primary email address.
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E-mail Address 2

Comma-delimited
lists of emails

E-mail Address 3

Comma-delimited
lists of emails

File As

Text

First Name

Text

Gender

Text

Government ID
Number

Text

Hobby

Text

Home Address PO
Box

Text

Home City

Text

Home Country

Text

Home Fax

Text

Home Phone

Text

Home Phone 2

Text

Home Postal Code

Text

Home State

Text

Home Street

Text

Home Street 2

Text

Home Street 3

Text

IM Address

Text

ISDN

Text

Job Title

Text

Language

Text

Last Name

Text

Location

Text

Manager’s Name

Text

Middle Name

Text

Mileage

Text
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Mobile Phone

Text

Nickname

Text

Notes

HTML

Office Location

Text

Organizational ID
Number

Text

Other Address PO
Box

Text

Other City

Text

Other Country

Text

Other Fax

Text

Other Phone

Text

Other Postal Code

Text

Other State

Text

Other Street

Text

Other Street 2

Text

Other Street 3

Text

Pager

Text

PGP Public Key

Text

ASCII-armored PGP public key for “SecureLine
Email”

Picture

JPEG

Profile picture. Base64-encoded JPEG picture data.

Primary Phone

Text

Main phone number for contact

S/MIME Public Key

Text

ASCII-armored S/MIME public key for “SecureLine
Email”

SecureLine Email

EMAIL

Email address for encrypted messages

SecureLine Escrow
Answer

Text

Answer in plain text or as a hash of the answer
(lower cased version of the answer text)

Text

Plain text question

ENUM

SecureLine mode to be used for encryption:

SecureLine Escrow
Question
SecureLine Mode

luxsci.com
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“none”, “escrow”,
“pgp”, “smime”
SMS/Text Address

Text

Spouse

Text

Spouse’s name

Suffix

Text

E.g. “Senior”

Title

Text

E.g. “Mr.” or “Dr”. or “Miss”

User 1

Text

Custom Field 1

User 2

Text

Custom Field 2

User 3

Text

Custom Field 3

User 4

Text

Custom Field 4

Web Page

Text

Web Site URL

calendars
Calendars have the common fields, the recurrence fields, plus those below.
Field

Type

Description and requirements

DateTime Created

DATETIME

Date and time the entry was created, in GMT in the
format “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS”

Modified DateTime
(GMT)

DATETIME

Date and time the entry was last changed, in GMT in
the format “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS”

All day event

Enum

Can be “yes” or “no” if the calendar event lasts “all
day” on the date of the “Start DateTime”. Default is
“no”.

Billing Information

Text

Companies

Text

Description

HTML

HTML-formatted notes about this event.

End DateTime

DATETIME

When the first occurrence of this event ends. If you
omit this on entry creation, then the entry will default
to 1 hour in duration.

Internal 1

Text

Internal/system data.

Internal 2

Text

Internal/system data.

Internal 3

Text

Internal/system data.
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Location

Text

Priority

Enum

Can be “normal”, “low”, or “high”

Private

Enum

Can be “yes” or “no”

Resources

Text

Show Time As

Enum

Can be “Busy”, “Tentative”, “Free”, or “Out of Office”

Start DateTime

DATETIME

Required. When the first occurrence of this event
begins (GMT, “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS”)

Subject

Text

Required. Event title

tasks
Tasks have the common fields, the recurrence fields, plus those below.
Field

Type

Description and requirements

DateTime Created

DATETIME

Date and time the entry was created, in GMT in the
format “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS”

Modified DateTime
(GMT)

DATETIME

Date and time the entry was last changed, in GMT in
the format “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS”

% Complete

Percentage

Percentage of completeness from: 0% – 100%

Actual Work

Text

Billing Information

Text

Companies

Text

Contact

Text

DateTime
Completed

DATETIME

For tasks that have been marked complete, this is
the Date/Time when that happened.

Description

HTML

HTML-formatted notes about this event.

Due DateTime

DATETIME

Required. When the first occurrence of this task is
due (GMT, “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS”)

Mileage

Text

Priority

Enum

Can be “normal”, “low”, or “high”

Private

Enum

Can be “yes” or “no”

(GMT, “YYYY-MMDD HH:MM:SS”)
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Role

Text

Sensitivity

Text

Status

Enum

Can be “not_started”, “in_progress”, “completed”,
“waiting”, or “deferred”

Subject

Text

Required. Title for the task entry

Total Work

Text

notes
Field

Type

Description and requirements

Date Created

DATETIME

Date and time the entry was created, in GMT in the
format “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS”

Date Modified

DATETIME

Date and time the entry was last changed, in GMT in
the format “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS” (for Links,
Notes, Address Books).

Body

HTML

Raw HTML of the note content

Plain Text Notes

Text

Plain text version of the entry’s not content.

Text

Required. Note title

Field

Type

Description and requirements

Date Created

DATETIME

Date and time the entry was created, in GMT in the
format “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS”

Date Modified

DATETIME

Date and time the entry was last changed, in GMT in
the format “YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS”

Link Title

Text

Required. Arbitrary text title for this link.

URL

Text

Required. Web site address

Auto-converted
from the HTML in
Body.
Title

links
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recurrence
For calendar and task entries that sport recurrence, some or all of the following fields may be used.
Some fields are required if recurrence is to be enabled. These are denoted as “Required”. Other fields
are also required, but conditionally based on the choices in these fields. If you get it wrong, our will get
an error or recurrence will not be added to the event (depending on the error).
Field

Type

Description

Recur Enabled

Enum

Required. Can be “yes” or “no”. If recurrence
is enabled.

Recur Timezone

TIMEZONE

Time zone to use for generating the
recurrence pattern. E.g. “GMT” or “EST5EDT”.
If omitted, this defaults to GMT.

Recur Freq Type

Enum

Required. Type of recurrence. Can be “daily”,
“weekly”, “monthly”, “yearly”

Recur End Type

Enum

Required. Can be “n” (for ending after ‘n’
times), “date” (for ending by a specified date),
or “none” (for perpetual recurrence)

Recur End By Date

DATE

End by date if ‘Recur End Type’ is “date”.
YYYY-MM-DD.

Recur N Times

INTEGER

Number of times to recur if ‘Recur End Type’
is “n”

Recur Exclude Dates

Comma- delimited
DATEs

Simple CSV list of dates or date-times to be
excluded from the recursion pattern. If times
are provided, it assumes the date/time is in the
time zone of the user doing the synching (as
per the time zone option). If the time is
omitted, it assumes the date is appropriate to
the event time in the time zone of the user
doing the synching (as per the time zone
option).

Daily Recur Type

Enum

Type of daily recurrence. Can be “ndays” (to
recur every ‘n’ days), or “weekdays” (to recur
every weekday).
For Task WebAides, this can also be “regen”
which regenerates a new Task “Recur
Regenerate Days” after this task is marked
complete.
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Recur Every N Days

INTEGER

Number of days between recurrences if ‘Daily
Recur Type’ is “ndays”

Recur Regenerate Days

INTEGER

(regen) Days after the task is marked
complete to generate a new similar task.

Weekly Recur Type

Enum

Type of weekly recurrence. Can be “nweeks”
(to recur every ‘n’ weeks).
For Task WebAides, this can also be “regen”
which regenerates a new Task “Recur
Regenerate Weeks” after this task is marked
complete.

Weekly Recur Days

Comma- delimited
integers

CSV list of days on which to recur for weekly
recurrence. Days are 0-6 with 0=Sunday and
6=Saturday. For example, “0,1,3” indicates a
recurrence pattern of Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday.

Recur Every N Weeks

INTEGER

Number of weeks between recurrences.
Required if ‘Weekly Recur Type’ is “nweeks”

Recur Regenerate Weeks

INTEGER

(regen) Weeks after the task is marked
complete to generate a new similar task.

Monthly Recur Type

Enum

Type of monthly recurrence.
Can be “dayn” (for example, to recur on the
14th), or “rel” (for example, to recur on every
2nd Monday).
For Task WebAides, this can also be “regen”
which regenerates a new Task “Recur
Regenerate Months” after this task is marked
complete.

Monthly Recur Day Number
(dayn)

INTEGER

Day number for recurrence. For example, “24”.
For Monthly recurrence type of “dayn”. Value:
1..31.

Recur Every N Months
(dayn)

INTEGER

For “dayn” recurrence, the number of months
between instances.

Monthly Recur Order (rel)

Enum

Relative order of the recurrence day. Can be
“1st”, “2nd”, “3rd”, “4th”, or “5th”

Monthly Recur Day of Week
(rel)

INTEGER

Day of week for recurrence. Days are 0-6 with
0=Sunday and 6=Saturday. For example, “3”
indicates Wednesday
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Recur Every N Months (rel)

INTEGER

Number of months between recurrences if
‘Monthly Recur Type’ is “rel”

Recur Regenerate Months

INTEGER

(regen) Months after the task is marked
complete to generate a new similar task.

Yearly Recur Type

Enum

Type of yearly recurrence. Can be “dayn” (for
example, to recur on every February 23rd), or
“rel” (for example, to recur on every 3rd
Thursday in February).
For Task WebAides, this can also be “regen”
which regenerates a new Task “Recur
Regenerate Years” after this task is marked
complete.

Yearly Recur Day of Week
(rel)

INTEGER

Day of week for recurrence. Days are 0-6 with
0=Sunday and 6=Saturday. For example, “3”
indicates Wednesday

Yearly Recur Month (dayn)

INTEGER

Month number for yearly recurrence if ‘Yearly
Recur Type’ is ‘dayn’. Can be 1-12, with
1=January

Yearly Recur Day Number
(dayn)

INTEGER

Day number for yearly recurrence if ‘Yearly
Recur Type’ is ‘dayn’. For example, “24”

Yearly Recur Order (rel)

Enum

Relative order of the recurrence day. Can be
“1st, “2nd, “3rd”, “4th, or “5th”

Yearly Recur Month (rel)

INTEGER

Month number for yearly recurrence if ‘Yearly
Recur Type’ is ‘rel’. Can be 1-12, with
1=January.

Recur Regenerate Years

INTEGER

(regen) Years after the task is marked
complete to generate a new similar task.
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Have Additional Questions? We’re Happy to Help!
Call: +1 800-441-6612
Email: sales@luxsci.com
Web: luxsci.com

Solutions to Ensure Your Private Information Stays Private:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure Email Marketing
Secure High Volume Sending
Secure Connector
Secure Email Hosting
Secure Web Hosting
Secure Web & PDF Forms
Secure Text

LuxSci is your trusted leader for secure email, data and communication solutions.
LuxSci helps ensure that “what’s private stays private.” Find out why LuxSci is the
go-to source by the nation’s most influential institutions in healthcare, finance and
government for comprehensive, flexible, and easy-to-use secure solutions.

